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NEW QUESTION: 1
When considering using a vendor to help support your security
devices remotely, what is the BEST choice for allowing access?
A. Vendor uses a company supplied laptop and logins using two
factor authentication with same admin credentials your security
team uses
B. Vendors uses their own laptop and logins with same admin
credentials your security team uses
C. Vendor uses a company supplied laptop and logins using two
factor authentication with their own unique credentials
D. Vendor uses their own laptop and logins using two factor
authentication with their own unique credentials
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
A customer branch office backup and restore strategy integrates

replication using HP StoreOnce D2D4109i Backup system in the
main data center. After a presentation of a new HP StoreOnce
Backup system and its functionalities, the customer wants to
use HP Storeonce Catalyst with HP Data Protector installation
for the existing replication environment.
What has to be done to integrate the concept? (Select 2)
A. Trade in the branch office systems and propose StoreOnce
4210 Backup Systems
B. Recomended HP DataProtector StoreOnce replication licenses.
C. Upgrade backup system SW to an StoreOnce Catalyst aware ver.
D. Upgrade existing HW with RAM and drives for Catalyst
compatibility
E. Propose StoreOnce Catalyst DP licenses for existing models
Answer: C,E
Explanation:
HP StoreOnce Backup systems, G3 BBxxxA models Best practices
for VTL, NAS, StoreOnce Catalyst and Replication
implementations
http://h20628.www2.hp.com/km-ext/kmcsdirect/emr_nac03707627-1.p
df
p9, paragraf 2: HP StoreOnce Catalyst stores do require a
separate license on both source and target; VTL/NAS devices
only require licenses if they are replication targets so we
need to choose either B or E.
But there is no replication, so choose B p9, topic "key
features" last bullet: HP StoreOnce is only supported on HP
Data Protector 7.01, Symantec NetBackup 7.x and Symantec Backup
Exec 2012. So we need to upgrade SW - C.
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